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Abstract
Objective: To study the effect of nerve fragments and small gap suture of epineurium in peripheral nerve repair.
Methods: (1) The experimental animals were randomly divided into control group, simple small gap suture group, small gap
suture combined neural debris group; (2) observing the nerve anastomosis after two weeks; (3) testing nerve fiber regeneration
after eight weeks; (4) testing gastrocnemius wet weight ratio after eight weeks; (5) pathological image analysis: the number of
regenerated nerve fibers, the diameter and myelin thickness of regenerated nerve fiber were measured.
Results: (1) Scar tissue was formed in traditional suture anastomotic adhesions; in simple small gap suture group, obvious
adhesions was not found surrounding the tissue; for combination group of small gap suture with nerve debris, there was no
obvious adhesions, and the outer membrane of small gap turned thinner than before. (2) Compared with the normal control
group, the wet weight was increased significantly in the small gap suture group; relative to the small gap group, the wet weight
was increased significantly in the small gap plus nerve fragments group. (3) Compared with the control group, the total number
of myelinated nerve fibers was increased significantly in the small-gap suture group and small gap plusnerve fragments group;
the diameter of nerve fibers and myelin thickness were increased significantly in simple small gap group and the small gap plus
nerve debris group. (4) Histology showed: Compared with simple small gap suture group, nerve fiber density was increased,
arrangement is neat in the small gap plus nerve fragments group.
Conclusions: The nerve fragments plus epineurium small gap suture has a significant role in the repair of peripheral nerve
injury.
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Peripheral nerve injury is very common in clinic and the
regenerative mechanism is complicated. However, the out-
come of traditional suture is not satisfactory. Small gap su-
ture has been demonstrated to be effective on axonal re-
generation by building a suitable environment, providing
a new treatment choice for clinician. Nerve fragments are
able to promote nerve regeneration.[1–3] Based on this, the

study was also designed to compare the outcomes of nerve
fragments combined simple small gap suture and traditional
epineurium suture, and to explore how small gap suture
combined nerve debris effect on the repair of nerve defect,
which may provide a reliable and good functional recovery
of nerve anastomosis methods for clinical research.
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1 Materials and methods
1.1 Experimental animals and groups

A total of 45 adult healthy Wister female rats, weighing
300-350 g, were collected and provided by Animal Experi-
mental Center of Baotou Medical College. The experimen-
tal rats were randomly divided into the control group, sim-
ple small gap suture experimental group, and small gap su-
ture combined nerve debris test group, with 15 rats in each
group. Control group: the direct anastomosis of the adven-
titia; the small gap suture group: the small gap of the nerve
membrane combined saline; the small gap suture combined
fragment group: the outer membrane small gap combined
the nerve fragment.

1.2 Animal models

After the rats were weighed and anesthetized, a longitudi-
nal small incision (about 3 cm in length) was made on the
left lateral surface of the left foot in order to expose sciatic
nerve for the transection of the sciatic nerve. The control
group was taken with direct anastomosis of the nerve sheath.
Simple small gap suture: Transection of sciatic nerve pro-
tection and the two ends of the epineurium stripping were
performed. Some nerve fibers were wrapped in both sides
of the nerve membrane, with 1.5 mm on each side of the
nerve, and the outer membrane was anastomotic. Small gap
suture combined neural debris group: except for the addi-
tion of neural debris, the operation was the same as the sim-
ple small gap suture. Sciatic nerve surgery was performed
on 2 weeks, 4 weeks and 8 weeks after operation, and the
corresponding examinations were made.

1.3 Index testing

General observation. The appearance of anastomotic stoma,
adhesion of surrounding tissue and neuroma were monitored
at 2 weeks after operation.

Gastrocnemius muscle wet weight measurement. After
stripping the bilateral sciatic nerve, the gastrocnemius mus-
cle was taken off at the tendon insertion point, and the wet
weight of gastrocnemius muscle was measured by electronic
balance. The wet weight ratio of gastrocnemius muscle was
calculated by measuring the wet weight of gastrocnemius
muscle as 1.

Nerve anastomosis tissue was observed, nerve fiber count,
nerve fiber diameter, the thickness of myelin sheath of sci-
atic nerve were measured as well. A 5 mm sample was col-
lected from anastomotic position of sciatic nerve, and made
into paraffin sections thick as 5 µm. After conventional
HE staining, histological observation was performed, and
the number of myelinated fibers was counted by computer
pathological image analyzer so as to measure the thickness

of myelin sheath and the diameter of fiber.

1.4 Statistical analysis

All the data were processed by SPSS 13 statistical software,
and expressed by mean ± standard deviation (± S). Sin-
gle factor analysis of variance and t-test were adopted, and
α = .05 was used as the test standard.

2 Results
2.1 General observation of anastomotic stoma

At 2 weeks after operation, the hyperplastic scar tissue was
seen in the anastomotic stoma of the control group. No ob-
vious adhesion was observed with the surrounding tissue at
the anastomosis site nor scar tissue hyperplasia in simple
small gap suture group. Neither obvious adhesion with sur-
rounding tissue, nor scar tissue hyperplasia was found in
small gap suture combined neural debris group, while small
gap outer membrane became thinner (see Figure 1).

2.2 Gastrocnemius muscle wet weight ratio

At 8 weeks after surgery: compared with normal control
group, the wet weight ratio increased significantly in simple
small gap suture group. The ratio was even higher in small
gap suture combined neural debris group, which indicated
that the group achieved better outcome (see Table 1).

2.3 The number of regenerated nerve fibers, the
diameter and myelin thickness of regenerated
nerve fiber

After 8 weeks, the pathological section images showed that
the number of myelinated nerve fibers increased in the small
gap suture group, compared with the control group (p < .05).
While it increased more significantly in small gap suture
combined nerve debris group. The diameter of myelinated
nerve fiber and the thickness of myelinated nerve sheath in
the experimental groups were significantly higher than those
in the control group. Both indexs were higher in the small
gap suture combined nerve debris group obviously than in
simple small gap suture group (see Tables 2-3).

2.4 Histological observation

After 8 weeks, the diameter of nerve fibers in the control
group was not the same, showing irregular arrangement, and
the myelinated nerve fibers were disordered. The continu-
ous distribution of the regenerated nerve fibers with regular
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arrangement was observed in both simple small gap suture
group and small gap suture combined nerve debris group,
and the nerve fibers were arranged in a wavy and orderly
manner. Moreover, the nerve density of the small gap suture
combined nerve fragment group increased compared with
the simple small gap group (see Figure 2).

Figure 1: Observation of neural anastomosis at 2 weeks
after operation
A. Control group; B. Simple small gap suture group;
C. Small gap suture combined neural debris group

Table 1: Wet weight ratio of gastrocnemius muscle
(8 weeks after operation)

 

 

Groups n Wet weight ratio (%) 

Control group 15 53.93 ± 2.25 

Experimental A 15 60.71 ± 1.69 

Experimental B 15 66.10 ± 2.05 

 

Table 2: The number of myelinated nerve fibers (8 weeks
after operation)

 

 

Groups n 
Number of nerve fibers 

(rootlets/× 200) 

Control group 15 254.98 ± 6.29 

Experimental A 15 301.94 ± 2.64 

Experimental B 15 321.24 ± 1.25 

 

Table 3: Diameter of nerve fiber and thickness of myelin
sheath (8 weeks after operation)

 

 

Groups n 
Diameter of 

nerve fiber (μm) 

Thickness of myelin 

sheath (μm) 

Control group 15 3.27 ± 0.36 0.42 ± 0.06 

Experimental A 15 4.12 ± 0.16 0.79 ± 0.03 

Experimental B 15 5.17 ± 0.11 1.15 ± 0.03 

 

Figure 2: Histological observation of neural anastomosis
A. Control group; B. Simple small gap suture group;
C. Small gap suture combined neural debris group
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3 Discussion
3.1 Effective space for nerve regeneration provided

by small gap suture

Peripheral nerve injury is very common in clinic. Although
the micro technology has been greatly improved, the outer
membrane of perineurial anastomosis and nerve anastomo-
sis are the primary treatment. However, the wrong align-
ment of the nerve bundle, the omission of the nerve bundle
(escape from the stump) and the connective tissue hyperpla-
sia of the stoma could not be completely avoided.

The primary condition for the success of nerve regeneration
and function recovery has been demonstrated to be related
with a suitable physiological microenvironment, in which
appropriate promoting factors and the selective regeneration
biological space could be supplied.[4–6] Small gap suture
was applied in our study to provide small clearance for the
regeneration of rat sciatic nerve, and create basic conditions
of nutrition and chemotaxis. Epineurium small gap anasto-
mosis was proved to be better than the direct anastomosis
with regard to nerve regeneration and functional recovery
based on the general observation of the morphology of the
anastomotic stoma, the pathological analysis of the nerve
regeneration and the observation of histology in the experi-
mental animals. The approach of small gap suture made the
regenerated nerve separate from the surrounding tissue, and
no regenerated nerve fiber leakage at the broken end was
observed, and the number of regenerative nerve fibers en-
tered into the distal end was more than traditional suture. At
the same time, this method also lightened the anastomotic
tension, and alleviated the infiltration of inflammatory cells
to nerve. In that case, the occurrence of anastomotic scar-
ring could be effectively prevented as well as the chance of
ineffective growth or neuroma formation caused by forced
docking from direct suture.

3.2 The advantages of nerve debris suture in small
gaps suture

Nerve growth factor can promote nerve regeneration. It has
been found that the addition of nerve fragments into the vein
or skeletal muscle bridge contributes greatly to regenera-
tion of the peripheral nerve.[7, 8] Nerve fragments have been
proved to accelerate the growth of Schwann cells in this ex-
periment. Schwann cells are glial cells of the peripheral
nervous system. It is closely related with the occurrence,
development and function of peripheral nerve, and plays an
important role in the regeneration of peripheral nerve in-
jury and repair process. Moreover, the substances produced
by Schwann cells are crucial for axon regeneration, such as
nerve growth factor, brain-derived neurotrophic factor, cell
adhesion factor and extracellular matrix,[9, 10] which are ben-
eficial to the regeneration of nerve. Degeneration of nerve
debris results in the formation of large amounts of myelin
phospholipid, which promotes Schwann cell proliferation.
On the other hand, axonal debris can provoke the growth of
Schwann cells directly.

The regeneration of damaged nerve requires an environment
with many factors. Nerve debris is the factor that con-
tributes to the formation of microenvironment. At the same
time, epineurium and perineurium in our experiment were
removed from nerve fragments, with only nerve fiber left
to prevent the proliferation of fibroblast, which provides a
multi-factor environment for nerve regeneration.

To sum up, nerve debris combined with small gap suture of
the nerve sheath imposes a significant effect on the repair
of peripheral nerve injury, and lays the foundation for the
repair of peripheral nerve injuries.
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